Your
Impact
£2.79m
total amount raised

2,225
donors

Discover the difference
philanthropic gifts
made in 2019-20

Your impact on
our community

Welcome
This year, perhaps more than ever, we want to thank
you for your immensely generous support, especially for
our students and researchers. The past 12 months have
demonstrated the best of our community as our alumni
and friends have rallied around the University’s efforts to
combat the effects of the pandemic.
This Report tries to give you a sense of the impact your
support means. Whether that be helping to produce over
200,000 pieces of personal protective equipment for the
NHS – a remarkable achievement – or providing a safety
net to those facing financial pressures, often far away
from their families, through the Student Hardship Fund.

You’re invited to an
evening of impact

Your Impact:
Online Event,
coming soon
Meet some of the
beneficiaries and hear more
about the people and projects
you support at this virtual
showcase. Details to follow.
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YOUR IMPACT

Many of you have also volunteered your time online
at Get Connected careers events or as Experts on
Bath Connection. This commitment to nurturing talent,
through scholarships and providing students with
the tools to succeed, means that the continuation of
excellent education is a certainty, even in the most
uncertain of times.
While inevitably we focus on the money, in reality,
it is the spirit in which it is given which is perhaps
more important at times like these. Please, never
underestimate the value of your support and how
much it is appreciated.
Thank you for your ongoing commitment to Bath, and to
ensuring the success of our students and researchers.

HRH The Earl of Wessex and Forfar, KG GCVO, ADC
Chancellor

For many years generous donors have
supported Bath students to overcome barriers
to education. This year, the challenges were
different to anything we’d seen before. As a
result of coronavirus lockdown measures, many
students faced immediate hardship due to a
loss of part-time work or the cost of travelling
home. Others found themselves tied into rental
contracts when placements were terminated
early, or needing to purchase computer
equipment for remote study.
We launched a crowdfunding appeal to help
these students through the impact of Covid-19
in April 2020, and the response was incredible.
Together, 187 alumni and friends raised £45,838
for the University’s Student Hardship Fund.
The appeal received £10,000 from the Alumni
Fund and $7,368 in match-funding from the
US-based University of Bath Foundation Ltd.
“We are living in a time of unprecedented
challenges,” says alumna Holly Anzani
from the Foundation Board. “By giving to
the Hardship Fund, we are providing support
to deserving students, ensuring that they
have access to the skills and knowledge
they will need to navigate a rapidly changing
global environment.”

Supporting students
through Covid-19
During the 2019-20 academic year, the
Student Hardship Fund received 169
applications – 19% more than the previous
year – with grants ranging from £55 up to
£3,000. By increasing the amount available
to students, your gifts made a real difference
to those affected by the pandemic, offering
a safety net at a time of tremendous global
uncertainty. For some students, this meant the
difference between deferring their studies and
continuing their degree.
“My mother, my only parent, was sent on
unpaid leave as of mid-March,” explains
one recipient of the Hardship Fund. “As
she provides me with my monthly budget,
my financial situation became dire almost
immediately. I tried finding a job, but the
options were few due to the lockdown situation.
“The grant helped me to survive and pay for
my bills and food. My sincere thanks go out to
the alumni who donated, without which I really
don’t know what I’d have done.”
The impact of the pandemic on our students
persists, with the Hardship Fund facing a
further increase in applications this academic
year. We are continuing to work alongside the
Student Services team to support as many
students as possible.

“My life was shaped for the better
by my experiences at Bath.”
#WhyIGive

Scan me with
your smartphone
camera to ﬁnd
out how the
Hardship Fund
helps students
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Protecting
frontline workers

Your impact
on research

During the first UK lockdown, a team from
our Faculty of Engineering & Design – led by
Dr Alexander Lunt – produced thousands
of pieces of personal protective equipment
(PPE), including face shields and eye
protectors. “The face shields and gowns
that have been produced for the NHS, free
of charge, have helped to keep our frontline
staff safe while they care for some of our most
seriously ill patients,” said Libby Walters, then
Interim Chief Executive of the Royal United
Hospitals Bath NHS Foundation Trust.

Making childhood vaccines safe

200,000
items of PPE were produced
at the University of Bath

Hear more from
Dr Alexander Lunt

Millions of children miss out on life-saving
inoculations because vaccines spoil when
not refrigerated. However, Dr Asel Sartbaeva
and her team have developed a pioneering
technology using a silica coating to
keep vaccines stable up to 100°C. The
technology first worked in the lab two years
ago and now it has proven to work under
real-world conditions.
This research has been supported by The
Annett Trust, and alumni Tim Ford and Roger
Whorrod OBE and his wife Sue, whose
generosity created PhD and post-doctoral
positions that propelled the project forward.
Donors and businesses from the local
community gave £81,340 to support the
University’s PPE production efforts, with
special thanks to alumnus David Embleton
and his wife Karin; Marcelle Speller; the
William Chown Charitable Trust; Santander
Universities; and an anonymous donor. “We’ve
had everything from incredible sums to people
donating materials,” explains Alexander.
“The city has really backed us.” The team
of volunteers also received morale-boosting
deliveries, from baked goods to beverages.

During lockdown, our long-standing
partner Santander Universities diverted
over £90,000 of funding to help members
of our community in need. As a result,
33,431 free meals were provided for
staff and students remaining on campus
between April and June 2020. Santander
Universities also supported our Student
Hardship Fund and donated £25,000
to help students who missed out on
placements as a result of Covid-19.

Asel’s breakthrough has now been recognised
by the Royal Society for Chemistry. She says:
“This will help us connect with vaccine
manufacturers to build new partnerships.”

Treating type 1
diabetes

Supporting
scientific outreach

Coping with
chronic pain

Diabetes is a global health
challenge, affecting an
estimated 463 million people.
Sebastian Wild’s research
aims to cure type 1 diabetes
by converting the body’s liver
cells into pancreatic beta cells
in order to produce insulin.
This would also address the
shortage of organ donors.
Sebastian is supported by
the Hynes PhD Studentship.
Alumnus and donor Nick
Hynes says: “Sebastian’s
research is a cause close
to my heart. It’s incredibly
rewarding to support this
innovative project.”

The Milner Centre for
Evolution has three core
objectives: to ask the big
evolutionary questions, to
find new technological and
clinical research applications,
and to take research into
the community. In 2020, the
Centre received funding from
the Evolution Education Trust
and the Genetics Society to
create a new YouTube series
that helps viewers separate
the facts from the fake news.
Genetic Shambles features
discussions on Covid-19
research, as well as the
wonders of the study
of genetics.

Adolescence is often a
difficult time, but for those
with chronic pain it can
also be one of increased
distress, physical disability
and changed relationships. Our
Centre for Pain Research is
finding ways to help sufferers
learn how to live with pain,
thanks to support from the
Bath Institute for Rheumatic
Diseases, the Pain Relief
Foundation and the Sir Halley
Stewart Trust. The studies will
inform treatment and enable
healthcare professionals to
better support young people
and their families.
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Your impact
on Bath students
A Gold Scholarship is so much more than
just financial support: it’s a real sense of
belonging at Bath. “The Gold Scholarship
Programme (GSP) enabled me to develop
softer skills and I feel like a much more
confident and well-rounded individual,”
explains Will Manley, who was part of our first
GSP cohort to graduate last summer. He has
now gone on to further study at the University
of Oxford. “I will look back at the Programme
as a highlight of my time at Bath.”

A helping hand
Mature student Mason Excell thought
university wasn’t possible after missing
his A-levels due to illness. However, after
exploring his options, he completed
an Access course to secure a place to
study Sport & Exercise Science. A Gold
Scholarship, funded by alumnus Eur Ing
Dr Brian Nicholson QC, meant that support
was on offer. “I would like to thank you
for kindly providing the scholarship and
facilitating my continued development,” says
Mason. “The volunteering opportunities I’ve
participated in have enabled me to develop
skills, as well as giving me a great sense
of satisfaction in being able to pass on the
knowledge and experience I have for the
benefit of others.”

A sporting chance

462

From badminton to bobsleigh, our 40 sports
scholars compete at an elite level across 19
different disciplines. Your support helps them to
balance their studies with their training to achieve
stellar results. “The training that I’ve been given
at Bath has been amazing,” says Bill Whiteley
Sports Scholar Sophie Drakeford-Lewis, who was
named for the 2020-21 England Vitality Roses
netball squad along with King Scholar Imogen
Allison. “It’s made me the player I am today.”
Discover a day in the life of our sports scholars
at bit.ly/sporting_scholars
scholars are
studying at Bath,
thanks to you

Advancing the arts
Since its opening in 2015, The Edge has been
a hub for the arts on campus – welcoming over
48,000 visitors to the Andrew Brownsword
Gallery and enabling 66 arts scholars to
flourish. Recipient Kate Light says: “The
Edge has played a huge part in shaping my
university experience.” Thanks to alumni and
friends Elly Williams, Nick Berry, Anna McQuaid
for the Grace McQuaid Scholarship, Santander
Universities, Kathryn and Simon Arnold,
and the Cullum Family for supporting the
Scholarship and Tuition Awards programme.

Driving force for good
The National Express Group has granted
£36,000 to fund four Gold Scholarships for
the next three years. Then Group CEO and
alumnus Dean Finch has also made a personal
donation to support a fifth scholarship.
“Your scholarship has opened a door and the
prospect of a brighter future and will play a key
role in shaping me into a successful person,”
says one recipient. “I can only hope that one
day, I too will be in a position to bring a smile
to another student.”

Opportunity beckons
Last year, 23 donors gave a total of £5,116
to our Gold Scholarship Opportunities Fund
appeal. The Fund levels the playing field by
enabling Gold Scholars to undertake activities
that will support their future careers, such as
volunteering work, attending conferences or
elite sports camps, and taking professional
qualifications. The Fund was established in
2019 by Kate Aldridge, who was herself a
recipient of an Alumni Fund Scholarship, and
15 Gold Scholars have benefited from grants
so far. Read about Ghazala’s time volunteering
in a Greek refugee camp thanks to the
Opportunities Fund at bit.ly/gsp_opps

Creating a legacy
Pledging a gift in your Will can support the
aspect of the University that means the most
to you. “The University has been a significant
part of my life for the last 50 years and has been
rewarding to me in so many ways,” explains
alumnus and former long-standing staff member,
Professor Richard Mawditt OBE, who is executor
of the Dorothy Walters-Godfree legacy for
scholarships in the arts. “My wife and I have put
in hand a ‘little fund’ which provides for an award
in the School of Management and also plan a
legacy to help future generations to take the
University on to even greater achievements.”

“Our students are so capable
and motivated that a good return
on any investment in their future
is guaranteed.”
#WhyIGive

Find out more
about legacy giving
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Your impact
on innovation

Corporate impact
Supporting social enterprise

Supporting women in STEM

Moved by the back-breaking stories of
families in refugee camps hand-washing
clothes, alumnus Nav Sawhney developed
The Washing Machine Project. He designed a
low-cost manual device that uses just a third of
the volume of water consumed by an electric
machine. The Project has been supported by
a £15,000 Innovation Award donated by fellow
alumnus His Excellency Khalil Foulathi, as well
as £2,000 from the Santander Entrepreneurship
Fund. 50 machines have already been installed
in a refugee camp in Iraq.

In partnership with Schlumberger and J.P.
Morgan, we inspire the next generation of
female scientists and engineers through
scholarships and industrial placements.
“Thanks to the Winning Women in Technology
scheme I have been able to complete two
internships within the company,” explains
2020 Mechanical Engineering graduate Caitlin
Young. “I will now be joining Schlumberger
full-time in a graduate role.”

“My time at Bath was the best of my
life and I’ll always support the place
that’s got me to where I am today!”
#WhyIGive

Into the Dragons’ Den
Our annual competition offers enterprising
students the opportunity to pitch for up
to £5,000 in direct investment from our
alumni ‘Dragons’. “I found the experience
empowering,” says Gold Scholar
Rachelle Wabissa, who won funding for
her UniPlanner venture. “Not only did the
Dragons believe in me, they were willing
to invest in me.” New to the panel last
year was alumnus Nick Wood, who also
supports the Gold Scholarship Programme.
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student projects received
investment from our
Dragons in 2019-20

Read more about
The Washing
Machine Project

Case study:

Sport & Exercise
Science alumnus,
Jordan Harry
“I set up my own speed-reading and
memory training company, StudyFast, in
my first year of university. I really got stuck
into the entrepreneurship activities on
offer – I participated in the Business Plan
Competition, Apps Crunch and Dragons’
Den, and even worked part-time as a student
member of staff for SETsquared. Thanks to
the support I received, StudyFast has taught
over 20,000 people from 147 countries.
I now volunteer at networking events and
skills sessions to help Bath students.”

Pharmacy in practice
Since its opening in October 2019, the Day Lewis
Pharmacy Management Simulation Suite has
given pharmacy and pharmacology students the
opportunity to run a virtual community pharmacy
in small groups. Dr Philip Rogers, Director of
Teaching, says: “Gamification allows us to
provide a realistic simulation using role-play, plus
ways of assessing students’ ability to respond
to real-life situations.” The Suite was funded
by a £100,000 gift from Day Lewis Pharmacy in
memory of honorary graduate, Dr Kirit Patel MBE.

Opportunities for excellence
Embarking upon an economics degree as a
shy first-year AB InBev scholar in 2016, Jamie
Micklewright didn’t imagine he’d end up giving
a speech to over 100 people at the University’s
2020 Scholarship Reception. “The scholarship
has allowed me to develop to become a
much improved, well-rounded and confident
individual,” he says. Jamie has now joined AB
InBev’s Global Management Trainee Programme,
having beaten 500 applicants for one of five
roles on offer.

Research for a better world
A CFH Docmail PhD Studentship doesn’t just mean funding for Matt
Clarke’s doctorate in the Centre for Sustainable and Circular Technologies:
it also means the opportunity to find new materials to make batteries more
environmentally friendly. As the project relies upon computer modelling to
examine atomic-scale models of materials, Matt was also able to continue
his important research remotely during lockdown.
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tear

We don’t know what challenges our students and researchers will face this year.
Please make a gift to ‘wherever the need is greatest’ to help them go further and
achieve more, no matter what obstacles come their way. To make a gift please:
• Complete and return this form with a cheque made payable to the University of Bath.
We can accept cheques in Sterling or US dollars.

Your impact
beyond Bath

Bath has received a
University of Sanctuary
award, celebrating our efforts
to welcome displaced people.
Thanks to alumni such as
Stuart Appleton, we offer
postgraduate scholarships
for asylum seekers; and one
Gold Scholarship per year is
reserved for refugees.

Supporting access
to education

#WhyIGive

• Speak to a member of the Alumni Relations Team on +44 (0)1225 386824
I would like to make a gift of:

Please direct my gift towards:

Pledging a legacy doesn’t cost you anything
in your lifetime, but it will make a lasting
difference to future generations at Bath.

You broaden our students’
horizons by sponsoring
work experience abroad,
including the Tom Minić
Award for language students;
the Greg Slay Travel Award
for social work students;
Richard Roberts’ Mercer
Charity Placement Awards;
Mike Wisson for the Louise
Wisson Travel Awards; and the
Santander Universities Mobility
Awards for postgraduates.

Opportunities overseas

100% of the amount you give will go towards the purpose you indicate. If you would like to
discuss making a gift to another initiative at Bath, please get in touch.

During lockdown, we moved our events online.
Alumni from all over the world volunteered at Get
Connected career sessions, including alumna and
donor Debbie Brown, based in Switzerland. “I really
enjoyed it!” she says. “The format of a moderator
fielding questions with alumni sharing their insights
and experiences had a good energy, and it was clear
the students were engaged. I would have loved to
join these sorts of events when I was at Bath.”

A connected community

Through a joint initiative
between the Commonwealth
Scholarship Commission, donors
and the University, we provide
scholarships for students from
developing countries.

Commonwealth
scholarships

• Make your gift online at go.bath.ac.uk/donate

We are grateful to have an international
community of donors in 40 countries.
Here are just some of the ways your
support goes beyond borders.

have already included the University of Bath in my Will.

(Insert name)
I

would like to find out more information.

Gift Aid declaration

(Insert name)
Find out why
Debbie supports
Bath students in
our interview

One Young World Bath is a
forum for young leaders to
develop solutions for the UN
Sustainable Development
Goals. With support from
honorary graduate James
Chen, we funded initiatives
that enable students to
become drivers of change in
the community.

Championing change

Yes, I am a UK taxpayer and understand that if I pay
less Income Tax and/or Capital Gains Tax in the current
tax year than the amount of Gift Aid claimed on all my
donations it is my responsibility to pay any difference.

I

Boost the value of your donation by 25%
without paying a penny more by ticking this box.

Leave a legacy
Please state your full name
and home address

Wherever the need is greatest
Research
Scholarships

This could fund
a Gold Scholar
for one year
£
Other

£3,000
£1,000
£500
£250
£50

“I’ve been in the same shoes –
even a small sum can make a big
difference for a student in need.”

Thank you for
supporting Bath

Celebrating the remarkable difference we make together
This is what we achieved in 2019-2020

£2.79m

2,225

£40,715

total amount raised

donors

raised via
Crowdfunding at Bath

Where do donations come from?

42% Alumni and friends
41% Companies
17% Trusts and foundations

Where do your gifts go?

60%
11%
5%
12%
12%

Scholarships, prizes and opportunities
Capital projects
Entrepreneurship and innovation
Research
Wherever the need is greatest

A list of everyone who supported the
University in 2019-20 can be found
at go.bath.ac.uk/donors

If you would like further information
please contact: Department of
Development & Alumni Relations,
University of Bath, Claverton Down,
Bath BA2 7AY

facebook.com/bath.alumni.community
@uniofbathalumni
linkedin.com/groups/91204/

+44 (0)1225 386824
alumni@bath.ac.uk
www.bath.ac.uk/alumni

The University of Bath is an exempt charity
under the terms of the Charities Act 2011.

#WhyIGive
Read why donors
support Bath, and share
your reasons with us
using the hashtag

